Experienced Frontend Developer for tech startup with global clients
Opeepl is looking for an experienced and self-driven frontend developer. You will work with in a small
team with direct reference to the CTO. We offer a challenging environment, a high degree of
responsibility and encourage autonomy. You will have the opportunity to help decide the technological
direction of the company and be working with current technologies.
You will be working in our office located in the Founders House startup community in central
Copenhagen.

The Job
As a frontend developer you will participate in the development of Opeepl’s web platform and cross
platform mobile app.
We’re looking for a developer that wants to take ownership of our frontend platforms. You should enjoy
doing both incremental improvements on current solutions and being responsible for creating the
architecture of new platforms. Everything from mockups to finished product will be a part of your job.
As a developer you have several years of professional experience with frontend development. You are
strong on the technical aspects of frontend development.
You are well articulated and find it easy to communicate in English.
As a person you are a quick learner and self-driven. You like an informal and relaxed environment, but
can also be focused when needed.
Skills And Qualifications:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Great at Javascript (AngularJS/Knockout.js/jQuery)
Excellent at CSS/SASS + HTML5 and responsive design
Understanding of best practices for frontend architecture
A good eye for design
A good understanding of UX
Some experience with frontend tooling (bundlers, package management..)
Experience in automated testing and CI is welcome

The Company
Opeepl develops and markets a revolutionary consumer insights technology that radically improves
decision agility for global consumer-oriented companies. Since the launch Opeepl has developed rapidly
and today offers insights from more than 200 countries. The concept is offered as a SaaS solution with
an online interface activating more than 500 million respondents globally via smartphones. Notable
clients include Google, Nestlé and eBay.
In order to apply or ask any questions, please contact
CTO Troels Visti Thrane at troels@opeepl.com

